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Introduction - The optimum manner in which to provide reinforcement of anatomic knowledge during
anesthesiology residency is uncertain. Aside from the use of standard texts and websites, many
residency training programs provide exposure to a refresher course with cadavers. Challenges exist in
the use of cadaver specimens for anatomy instruction, including infectious risks, limited duration of use,
hazardous chemical exposures and costs. While virtual computer anatomy simulators (VCAS) have
been found to effectively contribute to anatomy instruction, they have been found to be less effective
than cadavers for medical students who are learning anatomic principles for the first time.
We compared the educational impact of a particular VCAS (MeAV Anatomie 3D-Multiview Anatomy
System, Panasonic Corporation, Osaka, Japan) with that of a prosected cadaver, in association with an
instructor-led tutorial related to brachial plexus anatomy. This VCAS is a high-definition, threedimensional, computer based anatomy system that simulates dissection of a cadaver at 32 anatomical
regions (Figure 1). We hypothesized that the VCAS group would show a greater improvement in gross
anatomy knowledge from pre- to post-tutorial than the cadaver group. Secondarily, we evaluated the
impact of these two training tools on improvement in ultrasound anatomy knowledge.
Methods - 49 anesthesiology residents with prior anatomy training participated in this prospective,
comparative, educational study. All participants completed a demographic survey that to assess
equivalency of training and experience between the two groups. All participants then completed a 19item pre-test that consisted of gross and ultrasound anatomy identification sections. Each group then
attended an instructor-led tutorial on brachial plexus anatomy based upon either VCAS or a prosected
cadaver. The groups were then administered a second, identical, anatomy examination (post-test). The
change in performance from pre- to post-test was compared between the two groups to evaluate the
impact of the two different training tools on gross and US anatomy knowledge. To assess the primary
outcome, the education effect of VCAS versus the prosected cadaver on gross anatomic knowledge,
changes in anatomy examination scores from pre-test to post-test were compared between the two
groups using an independent samples t-test.
Results - There was no significant difference between the VCAS and cadaver groups on pre-test gross
anatomy scores (p = 0.382) or pre-test US anatomy scores (p = 0.169, Table 1). However, after the
tutorial, the VCAS group showed a significantly greater improvement in gross anatomy-related
questions than the cadaver group (30% improvement in score vs. 13%, p = 0.003, Table 1). There was
no statistically significant difference in US anatomy test performance between the groups (p = 0.830,
Table 1).
Conclusions - Virtual anatomy programs offer novel educational resources that avert disadvantages of
instruction with human cadaver specimens. Our results suggest that a virtual anatomy program is at
least comparable to a course with a prosected cadaver for anesthesiology residents who are refreshing
their anatomy knowledge.
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